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Year Two Homework and News 
Friday 11th February 2022 

Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
This week, the children have enjoyed another busy and fun-filled week at school, here is what we have 
been up to:  
 

Maths 
In Maths, we continued to learn more about division. Please continue to practise solving division 
problems by using a jotting to make equal groups using the attached a maths sheet.  Next half term we 
will begin by learning to interpret information shown on graphs, tally charts and pictograms.  
 

English 
In English, we have written letters to Bob and the children came up with some fantastic questions to ask 
him, make sure to look below to read some of our letters. After the half term, we will be writing sentences 
to include adjectives to describe a scene from the story. I have provided a picture taken from the story so 
over the break you could come up with adjectives to describe what is in the picture.  
 

Reading  
While reading with your child ensure you take time to discuss the meaning of any new or unknown 
vocabulary, so your child can improve their understanding of the text.  It is very important to support your 
child in developing their vocabulary so do not skim over any new words. I would recommend that you 
reread the text a second time to develop your child’s confidence and fluency. You may wish to read the 
text a third time focusing on the punctuation and vocabulary used to read with expression and intonation. 
This reading approach supports the development of reading as well as aiding stronger outcomes when 
your child is writing. Your child’s reading books should be read every night with an adult.  
 

Computing  
On Tuesday it was Safer Internet Day, and the children thoroughly enjoyed learning about how to remain 
safe online. The children were excellent at conveying their thoughts or opinions about staying safe online 
and we created posters to help remind us. Throughout this half term, the children have been researching 
about Neil Armstrong and in groups have created a PowerPoint presentation all about him!  
 

Geography  
The children have been learning about human and physical features that can be found throughout the 
world and I was impressed with their knowledge prior to the lesson. They enjoyed seeing images of the 
different features and we wrote descriptive paragraphs about these features-well done!  
 

PE 
We have continued to develop our gymnastics skills and techniques and the children have been eager to 
use the different gym equipment. I was thoroughly impressed with how sensible and cooperative the 
children were while using the apparatus- well done!  
 

We hope you have a great half term and if you have any questions then please talk to us at pick up or 
email: chaouki@springgrove.hounslow.sch.uk  
 
Regards,  
The Year Two team   
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